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Introduction 2021

Welcome
This eBook brings you brief details of all (or at least most) Irish
genealogy records released from 2011 to mid-March 2021. The
last year has seen most of Ireland under Covid-19 Lockdown so
there hasn’t, unfortunately, been a glut of new releases, but
certainly enough to warrant a revised edition.
Given those dates, you’ll quickly work out that most of these
records have been released online after digitisation. However,
despite the common notion that ’everything’ these days is
online, some releases are still available only to personal visitors
to an archive, or are in a ’half way’ state where the record set
has been scanned but not indexed or transcribed, leaving the
researcher to download the full, often quite large, PDFs of the
chosen record set.
As far as this eBook is concerned, these are all useful resources
and I include them all, whether they are difficult to access or
download, offered up free online by volunteers or by state
ownership, or accessible only to those who have purchased a
subscription to a commercial database. Records come in all
shapes and sizes and I show no favour to any database
suppliers or repositories! The more the merrier.

Nearly all the collections included in the eBook have been the
subject of a blogpost on Irish Genealogy News.com at the time
of their launch. Where relevant, I have included a link not only
to the source of the collection but also to my original news
story where you may find other pertinent information about
the specific record set.
There are fewer of these links to my blog in this edition than
previous ones for the simple reason that some of the blogposts
have fallen out of date by subsequent additions to the
collection or, in some cases, the record set had been moved to
a new ‘home’.
You might also like to explore Irish Genealogy Toolkit (my free
website) for guidance in your research and more insight into
Irish family history resources.
I hope you enjoy this booklet and find it useful.
Good luck with your research.

This booklet is protected by international copyright law.
You must not separate and/or reproduce its contents
(images or text) without written permission.
If in doubt, ask — igt2015@yahoo.ie
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Births, Marriage, Death records — 3
(Civil records & miscellaneous)

Captain Clanchy’s Marriage Index
During the 1950s, Captain Henry Clanchy created an index
of marriages gleaned from some of the Irish Genealogical
Research Society’s unique manuscript collection and
pedigree files. The marriages tend to be those of the fairly
well-heeled, hence a high proportions of Captains and
Majors, Reverends, Sirs, JPs and doctors among the names
recorded. Geographically, the Index covers the entire island
of Ireland and there are nearly 6,000 entries.

Northern Ireland Death Indexes
This index, compiled from funeral directors’ records and
obituary notices, is thought to include up to 45% of all
deaths in Northern Ireland between 1989 and 2019 (last
update was mid-2020)
Ancestry (€$£)

RootsIreland – Civil BMD Transcriptions

IrishAncestors.ie (members only)

Marriage Notices in American papers
Some 2,500 records are held in this collection of transcribed
Marriage Announcements published in four North American
newspapers: The Brooklyn Eagle (1841-1955), New York
Herald (1835-1924), Phoenix (1859-1861 and New York
World (1860-1931). All relate to Irish people who married
around the world. Each family would have had its own
reasons for paying for publication of the marriage notice in
an American paper. Many of the weddings pre-date civil
registration in Ireland.

At March 2021, RootsIreland held transcriptions of birth,
marriage & death registers for counties Antrim, Armagh,
Cavan, Clare, Cork (North/East), Derry, Donegal,
Fermanagh, Galway, Kilkenny, Leitrim, Limerick, Mayo,
Monaghan, Offaly, Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary, Tyrone,
Waterford, and Westmeath.
Coverage varies dramatically with some counties having a
full geographical spread of BMDs through to the 1920s,
while others have a more patchwork collection. Use this
Sources widget to view collection details for each county.
RootsIreland.ie (€$£)

FindMyPast (€$£)

Death Notices in American papers
The sister record-set to the collection of Marriage Notices
above. It holds details from nearly 36,000 death
announcements placed in these American newspapers:
Chicago Citizen (1882-1897), Chicago Tribune (1847present), Illinois State Journal (1848-1947), New Orleans,
Picayune (1837-present), New York Herald (1835-1924),
The Baltimore Sun (1837-present), The Brooklyn Eagle
(1841-1955), and Phoenix (1859-1861). All relate to Irish
men and women who died in places around the world.
FindMyPast (€$£)

Walker's Hibernian Mag — marriages
Ancestry added an index to Irish marriages announced in
Walker's Hibernian Magazine (WHM) from 1771 to 1812.
Ancestry (free)

© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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Land records and maps — 2

Tithe Applotment Books, 1823-1837
The Tithe Applotment Books (TABs) provide the earliest
island-wide list of occupiers of land. They are no longer held
as one island-wide collection, however.
PRONI holds the TABs for Northern Ireland. Since November
2019 they can be viewed online in PRONI’s e-catalogue.
The National Archives of Ireland’s Genealogy database holds
indexed TABs and images for the counties that now form the
Republic, plus some for areas that straddle the border.
FamilySearch, (free)

National Archives of Ireland (free)

Ancestry has an Index-only collection (€$£)

Landed Estate Court Rentals
The Landed Estate Court (aka the Encumbered Estates Court)
was set up to deal with land whose owners were either
insolvent or otherwise unable to manage their estates. The
Court sold off around 8000 estates from1849 and 1875 and
more than 500,000 tenants are identified in the records.
Originally available exclusively on FindMyPast, the collection
joined Ancestry in 2020.
FindMyPast (€$£)
Ancestry (€$£)

Irish Genealogy Toolkit guide

PRONI (free)

Down Survey: C17th interactive maps
Interactive Heritage Maps
The Heritage Council has an online Heritage Maps Viewer,
allowing users to visualise a range of heritage data, for
example, to locate cemeteries and closed burial grounds,
landmark monuments, and heritage properties. Its most
recent additions (2019) include sites surveyed by Poor Law
Unions, Workhouses and sites surveyed by HistoricGraves.ie.

A team at Trinity College Dublin brought together some 2,000
county, barony and parish maps from the Down Survey
undertaken by the Cromwellian regime, 1656-1658. Now on
an interactive website, the maps can be explored to discover
landownership transfer, murders and assaults reported
during the 1641 rebellion, the C17th road network, and a
searchable database of more than 10,000 landowners.
DownSurveyof Ireland (free)

Irish Genealogy News Story

Heritage Maps (free)

County Leitrim
© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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Newspapers & Directories — 2

FindMyPast’s Directory Collection
FindMyPast’s collection was extended in late 2020 with the
upload of a collection of Belfast and Ulster Directories, all
published by the Belfast Newsletter between 1890 to 1947.
This period spans the decades either side of Partition and the
creation of Northern Ireland. Before 1922, the publications
were called The Belfast and Province of Ulster Directory and
covered all nine counties of the historic province of Ulster.
From 1923, the publication dropped coverage of the three
counties – Cavan, Donegal and Monaghan — which remained
in the Irish Free State (later the Republic of Ireland) and
changed its name to The Belfast and Ulster Directory.
Together these directories hold some 1.6m indexed records.
The rest of FindMyPast’s impressive line-up of Directories
includes Pettigrew & Oulton’s Dublin Almanack & General
Register of Ireland 1834—1850; The Treble Almanac, 1802—
1844; and Thom’s Irish Almanac, 1844—1900.
FindMyPast (€$£)

Wilson’s Dublin Directory, 1803
The Irish Genealogical Research Society has a database of
Merchants and Traders listed in Wilson’s Dublin Directory, as
published in the 1803 edition of The Treble Almanac.

Irish Catholic Directory & Almanac, 1920
This 570+ page directory holds lists of all clergy in Ireland (and
beyond), along with their position and location. Also provides
details of prominent Catholics in Britain and Ireland, civil
calendars of Irish history and events, days of obligation, fairs
and feast days, and statistics of population, demographics,
Irish language usage, educational and more.
Archive.org (free)

Irish Almanacs & Directories
This website holds links to thousands of out-of-copyright
publications of potential interest to Irish family historians. It
isn’t the easiest site to navigate or browse, but it is worth
putting the effort in because there are may gems here that
you may not otherwise find.
It has a dedicated section on
Almanacs and Directories and
lists city, regional and national
titles as well as specialised
accounts and histories.
PeterClarke’s Almanacs (free)

IrishAncestors.ie (free)

Ancestry’s Directory Collection
Following its most recent update in March 2019, Ancestry's
collection of Irish City and Regional Directories holds up to
8m records, most of them published in Thom’s Irish Almanac
and Official Directories published 1847-1946.
Ancestry

Directory Database
Shane Wilson’s free website is full of useful finding aids (and
much more). One of the most popular is this database of more
than 1,000 links to Historic Directories of Ireland available on
free or subscription websites or to purchase.
SWilson.info
© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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Travel, Migration & Emigration records — 5

Massachusetts RC Cemetery Association
Another new collection from AmericanAncestors will see
records from 20 cemeteries administered by the Catholic
Cemetery Association.
The first online instalment, in February 2021, came from nine
cemeteries and delivered a starting database of 355,000
records. The remainder will be uploaded during the year; An
estimated one million records is expected by December.
AmericanAncestors (€$£)

FindMyPast’s collection of Westminster parish registers
totals more that 4million records and is presented in
separate records sets (€$£) of baptisms, marriages and
burials, 1538 to 1945.
The records come from more than 50 Westminster churches,
then considered to be a part of County Middlesex, rather
than London. (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News story

London Poor Law Unions—Removal and
Settlement records 1828-1930
A big update to this collection in 2019 makes a total of
484,000 records from eight Poor Law Unions in the East End
of London, where a lot of destitute Irish migrants found
themselves, especially after The Famine.
Ancestry (€$£)

Westminster parish registers

Irish Genealogy News Story

Newspaper Obituaries, 1800s to current
Ancestry launched a new collection of extracted facts from
nearly 200 million obituaries published in its separate
Newspapers.com database.
The facts include names of the deceased, names of family
members, relationships, important dates and locations. At
March 2021, the collection holds 834 million records.
Ancestry (€$£)

The Irish in Liverpool 1767
Some 2,000 names have been transcribed from the 1767
Papist Returns for Liverpool.
Liverpool1767 (free)

Irish Genealogy News Story

DeceasedOnline: a growing database
Researchers with links to the UK should take a look at
Deceased Online’s growing database of burial records for
cemeteries across England, Scotland and Wales. There has
been a surge of additional records in 2019-2021.

Irish Genealogy News Story

London’s Electoral Registers, 1835-1965
A cool 139 million records for people eligible to vote.
Ancestry (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News Story

US Naturalisations Petitions
From Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania & New York,
these 8million records span 1905-1950.
FindMyPast (€$£)

DeceasedOnline (£$€)

US Passport Applications

London’s Clandestine Marriage and Baptism Registers,
1667-1754 is a collection of more than 890,000 entries.
A sizeable proportion relates to Ireland-born.

This collection holds more than 800,000 records. Depending
on when the application was made (earlier records hold
fewer details), the information provided may include physical
description, occupation, address, naturalisation details, name
of spouse and date and place of birth. From 1914, the
second page of the application includes a photograph.

Ancestry (£$€)

FindMyPast (€$£)

London’s ‘Clandestine’ records

Irish Genealogy News story
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Military — 5
Navy and Merchant Navy

Merchant Navy Crew Lists

Merchant Navy Seamen, 1835-1941

A volunteer project has resulted in a collection of transcribed
crew lists and agreements from the British Merchant Navy for
1915. It holds details of several thousand Irishmen.
1915 Crew Lists (free)

Irish Genealogy News Story

Apprentice seamen records, 1824-1910
This collection of registers lists men who were indentured to
merchant navy ships in the stated timeframe. About three
thousand of the entries relate to men born in Ireland.
Ancestry (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News Story

Merchant Seamen Masters & Mates
Board of Trade’s Masters and Mates Certificates, 1850-1927. A
good proportion of the collection relate to Irishmen.
Ancestry (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News Story

An index of the collection held by the National Archives in
Kew, London. Details provided are limited to name, date and
place of birth. About 200,000 of the men are Ireland-born.
FamilySearch (free)

Merchant Navy Seamen, 1835-1857
Some 359,000 records, including many Irishmen, are included
in this collection. Details recorded include year and place of
birth, physical description (including tattoos), ship names and
dates of voyages.
FindMyPast (€$£)

Royal Navy Registers of Service 1853-1928
These registers record the service of seamen — which vessels
they served on and when — plus birthplace, prior
occupations, physical description etc.
The seamen began their service from 1900 to 1918; their
dates of service may continue up to 1928.
More than 6,000 of the records relate to men born in Ireland.
Since it was first launched, the collection has been extended
to start from 1853.
Ancestry (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News Story

Royal Navy Lists 1824-1945
This collection of official lists of British Royal Navy Officers is
presented as a database of digital images.

This FindMyPast record set provides a snapshot of the Royal
Navy in 1831. It details 66,125 men, many of them Irish,
recorded in the ships’ muster books of 228 vessels & bases.

The amount and type of information provided varies considerably. In some there are basic details of name, rank, seniority
and place of service. Others have name, place of service and
date of promotions. Others will include lists of senior personnel on named vessels.

Royal Navy Personnel 1831 (€$£) Irish Genealogy News Story

FindMyPast (€$£)

British Royal Navy Personnel 1831

© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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Miscellaneous — 4

Street Directories Database

Irish Roots Magazine

This valuable resource for family history in Northern Ireland
holds 29 publications covering 1819-1900 with some 20,000
pages listing individuals and their addresses.
PRONI

(free)

Ulster Covenant
On 28 September 1912, some 500,000 Unionists pledged to
use ‘all means which may be found necessary to defeat the
present conspiracy to set up a Home Rule parliament in
Dublin’. The signatures have been digitised and indexed.
PRONI (free)

This quarterly publication,
Ireland’s only independent
genealogy magazine,
continues to produce
informative and helpful
articles about research
techniques, Irish genealogy
resources, family history
stories, how to research in Australia and North America, and
guidance on making sense of DNA results. It also brings news
of record releases and other developments in Irish genealogy.
The magazine is published in both paper and digital format
and is available on subscription or by purchase of single copies.
Irish Roots Magazine

London Gazette

Registers of Queen's Colleges Ireland

The UK’s official newspaper of record, the London Gazette it
publishes data from a range of sources, including notices of
bankruptcy, civil service appointments and promotions,
details of military appointments and promotions and
despatches from the War Office, deaths and executors.

The Queen’s Colleges of Ireland were incorporated in Belfast,
Cork and Galway in 1845. The register is a list of students for
each college during its first decade.
FindMyPast (€$£)

LondonGazette (free)

Court of Chancery, 1633-1851
1916 Rising Compensation Claims
This collection holds details of 6,500+ compensation claims
submitted by individuals and companies in the aftermath of
the 1916 Easter Rising. Most, but not all, relate to Dublin.
National Archives - Centenaries Irish Genealogy News Story

The Court dealt with property rights and grants of land,

appointments to office, pardons, fines etc. Documents
recording hearings were lost in the Four Courts fire in
1922. These records list the names of those involved.
Ancestry (€$£)

Exchequer Court of Equity, 1674-1850
Firearms Licences 1832
The Return of Persons Licensed to Keep Firearms by Their
Local Magistrates, 1832, covers all 32 counties.
Dippam (free)

Irish Genealogy News Story

This Court dealt with disputes over land, property and wills.
These Bill Books list the names of those taking part in
proceedings. The court papers were lost in the Four

Courts fire in 1922.
Ancestry (€$£)

© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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County Carlow records — 1

Parish Register Transcriptions and images
Four collections of Irish Roman Catholic parish registers are

available on Ancestry. They include baptism, marriage, burial
and, most unusually, confirmations, from a selection of
parishes in 16 counties including Carlow.
Ancestry Baptisms

Ancestry Marriages

Ancestry Confirmations (€$£)

Ancestry Burials

Irish Genealogy News Story

Post-Truce Compensation files
The National Archives of Ireland has added the County Carlow
files to its online catalogue at FIN/COMP/2/1. The files deal
with claims for financial compensation for loss of or damage
to property that occurred as a result of military action
between July 1921 and March 1923.
NationalArchives (free)

Church of Ireland records
Nearly 24,000 Church of Ireland register records from County
Carlow are available free at IrishGenealogy.ie. They are a
range of baptism, marriage and burial records, and a small
number date back to the turn of the C18th. Some continue to
the end of the C19th.
List (pdf)of Carlow Church of Ireland parishes and dates (free)

Graveyard surveys
Local community groups have conducted surveys on the
graveyards at Clonmelsh, Staplestown and Kickaunarelic.
HistoricGraves.com

(free)

Some 39 graveyards and municipal cemeteries have been
surveyed by DiscoverEverAfter’s team and the survey results
uploaded for free access.
DiscoverEverAfter.com (free)

Leighlin Administrations, 1700-1857
The Index to Leighlin Administrations covers the towns of
Tullow and Carlow and many other parishes in the county.

FindMyPast (€$£)

Irish Genealogy News Story

Lisnavagh Estate, Rathvilly
The Rentals and Rent Accounts for the Bunbury-Rathdonnell
estate at Lisnavagh, Rathvilly, have been transcribed. The
records date from the late C18th to the C19th, and the
accounts cover Rathmore, Tobinstown, Ballyoliver,
Prumplestown, The Moat and Rathvilly.
Ireland Genealogy Projects - Carlow (free)

IGP-web mixed records
Ireland Genealogy Projects Archives holds a collection of free
volunteer-donated materials for County Carlow.
IGP-web Carlow

(free)

Both sites upload photos of headstones and transcriptions of
the memorial inscriptions. In addition, plot maps of the burial
ground are provided.

Petty Sessions Court Order Books
Some 165,000 records from the Petty Sessions Courts serving
County Carlow are now available online: Carlow Town,
Fenagh, Hacketstown, Myshall and Bagenalstown. They span
1851 to 1926.
FindMyPast

(€$£)

Ancestry (€$£)

RootsIreland Roman Catholic records
At mid–March 2021, RootsIreland’s holding for County Carlow
consisted of 217,401 Roman Catholic baptisms and marriages
covering 14 parishes. The earliest register dates from 1744.
All continue to 1899. Pre-1881/2 transcriptions link to the
National Library of Ireland’s database of register images.
Full breakdown of RootsIreland’s Carlow records (€$£)

© 2021 Irish Genealogy Toolkit and Irish Genealogy News
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County Clare records — 4

British Newspaper Archive

Clare Local Studies

2021 was a good year for researchers with three more
historical newspapers joining the previously single
representative from County Clare in the British Newspaper
Archive. The four titles now held in the BNA (and shared with
FindMyPast are: Clare Advertiser & Kilrush Gazette; Clare
Freeman & Ennis Gazette; Clare Journal & Ennis Advertiser;
and the Kilrush Herald & Kilkee Gazette.

Clare County Library’s Local Studies provides an eclectic
collection of records on its free site. In 2019/2020, new items
included: 1738-1835 Borough of Ennis Office Holders;
Ennistymon Christian Brothers Subscribers 1873; 1820 List of
Donations to Ennis Charitable Loan Society; 1860 Kilrush
Traders; Westby Estate Maps of 1736 and 1851; Assisted
immigrants from Co Clare to New South Wales, 1844-1887.

FindMyPast (€$£)

County Clare Library (free)

BritishNewspaper Archive (€$£)

GenMaps

McMahon Collection Descriptive List

Clare County Library launched an online maps viewer called
GMaps. It’s based on the Google Map system, allowing
Google Maps to be overlaid with historical (1842) maps. A
subsequent incarnation of this resource, now known as
GenMaps, can map surnames into ‘hotspots’.

This collection consists of papers from an auctioneering and
estate agency business that was operating from the 17th to
the 20th centuries and provides an insight into local history,
genealogy, land acquisition and social history.
County Clare Archives (free)

Irish Genealogy News Story

County Clare Library (free)
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County Offaly (King’s) records — 2

Offaly Archives blog

British Newspaper Archive

In 2019, Offaly Archives opened a brand new repository in
Tullamore. It is jointly managed by Offaly Historical and
Archaeological Society and Offaly County Library. Access is by
confirmed appointment only.

Shared on both the online British Newspaper Archive and its
sister company FindMyPast is a collection of historical
newspapers, spanning 1845-1928.

The Archives publishes an excellent blog, posting a weekly
article on a theme discovered within its collection. For
researchers with Offaly ancestors, it is worth subscribing to it.

 Leinster Reporter

 Kings County Chronicle
 Midland Tribune
Together they offer close on half a million searchable articles.

Offaly History blog (free)

FindMyPast (€$£)

Offaly Independent newspaper
The holding of the Dublin-based IrishNewsArchive includes
The Offaly Independent. Editions from 1920 to current are
searchable online and also (free) in Irish libraries.
IrishNewsArchive.com (€$£)

Irish Marriages, 1619-1898

King’s County Directory, 1890
This directory holds extensive details about the county. In
addition to brief histories of local areas and lists of prominent
residents eg magistrates, postmasters, it includes more than
5,600 entries for local inhabitants with commercial businesses
(grocers, drapers etc), voters lists, and more.
FindMyPast (€$£)

Both FindMyPast and FamilySearch offer this collection
compiled by members of the LDS Church. It is a mix of civil
registration, parish, court and other records, some of them
family records. There are 5,570 records for County Offaly.
FamilySearch (free)

BritishNewspaper Archive (€$£)

FindMyPast (€$£)

Offaly National School records
This collection holds more than 1,400 records from schools in
Acontagh, Castle Bernard, Cree, Ferbane, Garryhinch, Liss and
Tissaran.

Parish registers—ffolliatt Collection
Exclusive to FindMyPast, this collection of transcriptions
from the genealogist Rosemary ffolliott (most of them from
Church of Ireland registers) includes more than 1,200 records
for County Offaly.
FindMyPast: Baptisms & Confirmations (€$£)
FindMyPast: Marriages (€$£)
FindMyPast: Burials (€$£)

FindmyPast (€$£)

Digby Estate Papers
Billion Graves Cemetery Index
In March 2020 this volunteer-led project had gathered details
of more than 1,253 individuals recorded on headstones in
County Offaly. Each entry in the Index has a transcript, which
includes a link to an image of the headstone with GPS details.

A vital resource for those researching the county in the 19th
and 20th centuries. More than 1,500 images of the annual
reports dating from 1857 to 1916 for the Geashill Estate are
available for viewing.
Offaly History Archives (free)

Irish Genealogy News story

FindMyPast (€$£)
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